Workshop
"Indigenous Forms of Ownership in the Context of Extractivism and the Anthropocene: Ethnologic Comparisons from South America"

1 – 3 September 2022, universität tübingen, Keplerstrasse 2, Room 003

1 September
10:30–11:30 MATTHIAS LEWY: Indigenous Sonorism
11:45–12:45 HENRY STOBART: Pirating the Pachamama?
14:30–15:30 WILLEM ADELAAR: The land as possessor?
15:45–16:45 PETER GOSE: Animation and Proprietorship in Andean Subsistence Production (online)

2 September
10:30–11:30 MAGGIE BOLTON: Subsistence, Extractivism and Work
11:45–12:45 KARSTEN PAERREGAARD: What Anthropologists Think the Thing Is or the Thing Itself?
14:30–15:30 LUIZ COSTA: Pets are fed, livestock eat
15:45–16:45 FELIPE VANDER VELDEN: The owner and the cattle rancher

3 September
10:30–11:30 LUIS CAYÓN: Owners of places, people, plants and rituals
11:45–12:45 MICHAEL CEPEK: Ownership, Transformation, and Corporality in Cofán Shamanic Practice
14:30–15:30 JOHN-ANDREW MCNEISH: What is a River?
15:45–16:45 JONATHAN DEVORE: Composing an Ecology of Ethical Life